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Stakeholder Mapping 
Create a shared understanding of what gives and takes energy in your external 
relationships! 
 

	
What is this?  
 
This is a simple way of mapping your 
dependencies to and from stakeholders in you 
organization and assessing the quality of these 
relations to identify where you need to 
improve your collaboration to do your job 
better.  
 
Process Overview: 

1. Identify your stakeholders. 
2. Rate the quality of the collaboration with 

each stakeholder. 
3. Judge which collaborations that are 

important to improve, and find a way to do 
so. 

 

	
Outcome 
● Understanding of your stakeholders. 
● Prioritization of what stakeholder 

relations that need to be improved. 

	
	

 

Primer 
● A stakeholder is someone that you 

need to do your work, or needs you to 
do her/his work. 

● Many stakeholders are not relevant to 
address directly, but still worth having 
identified.  

● No team is an island and making sure 
that your relations are good is the best 
way to both be efficient and feel good 
at work. 

	
Set up  
● Post-its. 
● Differently colored pens. 
● Get the whole team into a room with a 

whiteboard.  
● You are ready to rock!  
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How to… 
 
Preparations 
It can be useful to create a product interface 
and boundary map as a starting point of 
stakeholder identification. 
 

 
 
Step 1 - Identification 
 
Here you can work with the product interface 
and boundary map, and add stakeholders to it, 
or start fresh with a stakeholder sociogram: 
 
1. Have everyone write down who they 

interact with on a regular basis on one 
note each per stakeholder. 

2. Ask yourselves - who would we benefit 
from having a relation with that we don’t 
have today? Continue writing. 

 
If stakeholders are added to the existing map, 
this may be the result: 
 

 
 
 

If a new sociogram is created, this may be the 
result: 

 
 
Step 2 - Assess Collaboration Quality 
 
1. For each stakeholder, ask:  Is the 

collaboration with “X” satisfactory? Do 
we get what we need from one another 
to do our job? 
Do a “fist of five”. (1=NO, 5= FULLY)  
Only the ones that can make a valid 
assessment shall vote. 

 
Color code the stakeholders. Red = low votes - 
action needed. Blue = No action needed. 
Green = Good. Black = We don’t have a relation 
today, but we should… 
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Step 3 - Prioritize Action 
 
A: Prioritize 
Prioritize the relations important for you to 
improve. 
Identify low-hanging fruit: where shall we 
start? 
 
B: Plan and action 
Improved collaboration is all about having a 
dialogue. To create a shared view of the world. 
To connect and see each other’s needs. 
What dialogue do we want to initiate to 
improve these relations, and who takes the 
lead on this? 
 
Whatever you decide to do, make sure to put 
it into your ordinary backlog, to get it planned 
and done. 
Remember: Improving a stakeholder relation 
might be worth more in product value than 
finishing a feature. 

	

Tips and Tricks 

Every team will benefit from doing this on a 
regular basis. Many teams in an agile setting 
revisit their Stakeholder Map in each sprint to 
identify new improvement areas.  
 
 

 
 
 

	


